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Abstract: 
The aim of this study is to discuss the influence of William Shakespeare in Modern 
English Language and Literature. The findings of this paper are beneficial to the 
personnel involved in English language studies who are in charge of exploring the 
authentic knowledge of Shakespeare and to convey them towards modern society. The 
students of English, English learner, English researcher, English language researcher, 
English native or non-native speakers have profound attraction towards William 
Shakespeare. This is because Shakespeare is one of the best influential novelists and 
playwrights in the English language. Before Shakespearean time, the language of English 
was accurately not consistent. His writings significantly contributed to the 
standardization of English grammar, language, spelling, vocabulary and literature. 
Shakespeare included approximately 1700 unique words into the language many of them 
are still used in modern time. Shakespeare has deep influence on poetry and literature 
that has been lasted over centuries. He perfectly used blank verses those previously no 
one used, and it has become a standard in poetry. Due to having profound influence of 
Shakespearean language on the way we speak nowadays, studying the writings of 
Shakespeare is an essential part of cultural education and academic learning. It is not only 
a wonder but also a mystery that still now we use Shakespearean languages, patterns, 
melodies and schemes in modern writings. The influence of William Shakespeare has 
spread over in modern movies, dramas, Eastern and Western philosophies, English 
language and also in literature. Writings of Shakespeare have also influenced many 
world-famous novelists, playwrights and poets over the years. Shakespeare is the one of 
the most cited authors in the history of the English literature. Many of his quotes are used 
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into everyday life in English and other languages. William Shakespeare is extensively 
considered as the greatest writers of all times in the history of language and literature 
among the world prominent playwright.  
 
Keywords: language, literature, pronunciation, sonnet, philosophy, drama, psychology, 
standardization, modernization, stage, society, culture   
 
1. Introduction 
 
The paper under discussion was undertaken in the field of English language, 
pronunciation, literature and practice. There is a great importance of this paper in 
modern time since the influence of William Shakespeare has been discussed in this study. 
Modern English has been tremendously developed with the Shakespearean ideas, 
thoughts, concepts and philosophies [1].  
 Different scholars worked related to this study at different times where literature 
review exposed different outcomes. Some of which were similar, and some were little bit 
dissimilar. However, every researcher was agreed to the immense contribution of 
William Shakespeare in modern English language and literature [2].  
 The greatest playwright of English literature, William Shakespeare, was born in 26 
April 1564. He was an English poet, dramatist, and artist extensively considered as the 
greatest author in the English language and the world's greatest playwright [3]. 
 He is called the national poet of England and he is also called the "Bard of Avon". 
This greatest playwright has written 39 of plays, 154 of sonnets, 2 long narrative poems 
and a few other verses, some of tentative authorship. His dramas have been interpreted 
into each foremost language [4]. 
 Shakespeare was born in Stratford upon Avon. He was married at the age of 18 
with Anne Hathaway. He had three children with her named Susanna, 
twins Hamnet and Judith. In the year amid 1585 and 1592, he started a fruitful profession 
in London as a performer and author. At the age of 49 he seems to have retired to 
Stratford from job, where he died after 3 years [5].  
 Shakespeare completed most of his works amid 1589 and 1613. His initial dramas 
were mainly comedies and histories and are considered as the best work created in these 
categories. Up to around 1608, he created generally tragedies, amongst them are 
Hamlet, Othello, King Lear, Macbeth etc all considered to be amongst the best works in the 
English language [6].  
 All over the 20th and 21st centuries, the writings of Shakespeare have been 
frequently adapted and revived by new arrangements in scholarship and performance. 
His dramas are widespread and are studied, performed, and reinterpreted through 
different ethnic and political frameworks everywhere the world [7]. 
 Modern English is classified in 2 major subclasses like Modern English and Late 
Modern English. Early Modern English was established in the Renaissance, it carried new 
vocabularies as a result of the creation of new sphere [8]. The creation of the printing 
press did it simple for persons to study how to read since books were printed and 
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consequently amplified the prospects. Printing also did it easy to publish books with 
standard vocabularies, phrases, idioms and grammars. The 1st dictionary was published 
in 1604 [9]. The change amid the early one and itself is that additional words were 
developed because of the continuous alteration in the domains we live in. The 1st flow of 
original vocabularies arose while the Industrial Revolution, as fresh expertise was being 
improved [10]. 
 English was spread everywhere the because of the decree of the British Empire, 
nevertheless, every cluster added their own touch into afresh adopted language. This is 
why we are antagonized with a lot of dissimilar vernaculars in the English language 
today [11]. We can distinguish among American English, British English, and Australian 
English. For instance, in British English one speaks “pepper”, the Americans speak it as 
“bell pepper” and the Australians speak to it as “capsicum” [12].  
 Furthermore, though it is not indorsed in the constituents, many countries use 
English as their inner lingua franca due to how fast the language is increasing. An 
upcoming projection would be that English might go into a universal language if it will 
retain on familiarizing in the way it currently is [13]. 
 William Shakespeare was a man of genius. He was not a genius rendering to the 
modern sense of the word that states that a genius is an extremely brainy being or one 
with excellent ability in a specific part of action. He was a genius in the logic that he had 
the astonishing talent to bring words into life [14]. 
 The profession of William Shakespeare in central London was not started on the 
stage but slightly next to the stage. He started by writing for proficient platforms 
reasonably than performing [15]. In the year of 1594, he started a dramatic ensemble 
called the Chamberlain’s Men. In the year of 1597, they met a catastrophe that 
commanded to the Chamberlain’s Men not having an everlasting dwelling to achieve at 
to any further extent [16]. In the same year, William Shakespeare procured new residence, 
one of Stratford’s outstanding buildings, for himself and another is for his family [17].  
 William Shakespeare was retired in the year of 1613 and backed to his native 
village Stratford. 
 About the time of his retirement, a huge fire arose at the Globe Theatre which 
made it burning down totally. The fire burnt while the presentation of a drama was about 
Henry VIII and it was produced by a canon that was applied for making effects on 
platform particularly while acting out an event. He wrote his wish about a month earlier 
he passed away [18]. 
 William Shakespeare was died on the 23rd of April 1616. Nobody is sure regarding 
the reason of his death but there are gossips on diseases that might have bothered him. 
Several stories tell that he had an illness when others tell he suffered from typhoid and 
syphilis. Nevertheless, there is not actually a source that has a record of the precise illness 
[19].  
 He was graved 2 days later at the Holy Trinity Church in Stratford. As a technique 
of idolization his inheritance, his neighboring friends saw all his writings and printed it 
a few ages afterward his departure [20]. 
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 The people of United Kingdom have celebrated the four hundred and fiftieth 
birthday of William Shakespeare. People from the different parts of the world have 
celebrated this occasion for good reason. Shakespeare is the greatest writer of all time 
since his works are still being read and appreciated over four centuries after his departure 
[21].  
 When Shakespeare started writing one after another of his plays, the English 
language was continuously changing and achieving new vocabularies and phrases. In 
this rhyme of change, Shakespeare got an enduring recognition on the English language 
through his usage of new concept, words and phrases in his plays [22]. In order for his 
atmospheres to entirely narrate their emotions, Shakespeare required to generate fresh 
method of telling stories. Occasionally, he would do this by deriving from other 
languages [23].  
 Shakespeare also invented his own methods of familiarizing the English language 
as it remained at the time, to tell things the style he required them to be told. Nouns were 
changed into verbs, verbs were altered into adjectives, prefixes and suffixes were used to 
alter the sense of a specific word. Not content with simply adjusting the language, if 
Shakespeare got no obtainable way of telling what he needed to tell, he would abruptly 
create a noble word [24].  
 Besides, presenting new and noble vocabularies towards English language, 
Shakespeare also added new phrases those had never been applied previously. Many of 
them are available in modern time. The common and reliable method to experience a 
Shakespearean drama is at the Globe Theatre in London, an up-to-date renovation of one 
of Shakespearean creative theatres [25]. 
 Shakespeare’s dual lifetime, as both English and a worldwide artiste (rhymester 
and dramatist), initiates with the First Folio of 1623. His workmate Ben Jonson, indicating 
“the Reader”, primarily tells that “gentle Shakespeare” is the “soul of the age”, assigning him 
decisively in a municipal setting, as “the wonder of our stage”. Latterly, Jonson reverses 
himself, announcing that his opposing “was not of an age, but for all time” [26].  
 Energetic dichotomy runs throughout Shakespeare’s life and work, made him a 
hermaphrodite and eternal shape-shifter who is incredible to pin down. He’s “a man of 
fire-new words” (“equivocal”, “prodigious” and “antipathy”, for example, get their first 
credentials from him), with a terminology of 30,000 vocabularies [27]. But he is the 
dominant of the humblest structure, as like Henry’s devastating rebuke to Falstaff or 
Leontes touching Hermione’s statue in The Winter’s Tale, three words that any child could 
recognize [28]. 
 For the immense contributions of Shakespeare each generation will carry on to be 
in his debt. Shakespeare’s schemes those are intensely polyvalent, endure to stimulate 
constant versions and spin-offs. His remarkable phrase-making persists on the mouths of 
lots who do not recognize they are citing Shakespeare: “a fool’s paradise”; “the game is up”; 
“dead as a doornail”; “more in sorrow than in anger”; “cruel, only to be kind”; and lots more 
[29].  
 Vocabularies and phrases from his productions have become sowed into the 
headings of uncountable novels and films. In addition to giving the English language a 
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kick-start, Shakespeare can also raise characters deceptively out of nowhere, giving “to 
airy nothing a local habitation and a name”. He has occupied our thoughts like no other 
author through Hamlet, Juliet’s Nurse, Macbeth, Mistress Quickly, Lear, Othello, 
Shylock, Portia, Prospero and Romeo and so on [30].  
 William Shakespeare remains an idol to English native speaker throughout the 
world. Such determinations come unsurprisingly. From the very beginning, he was 
always pitching his plays on the largest stage conceivable [31]. Shakespearean dramas 
appear to say us that here is a famous author who is favorably immersed in philosophies 
and the English countryside as much as dealings of municipal. There is somewhat 
attractively English, even improvised, regarding his titles like As You Like It, Much Ado 
About Nothing and Well That Ends Well etc. [32].  
 In accordance with the Oxford dictionary, a conspiracy concept is a scheme that 
particular part of powerful union is liable for a context. Some group theories suggest that 
Shakespeare may not have written his works by his own self. The disagreement for these 
allegations is that there is so slight realistic established info found on him. Consequently, 
one cannot be guaranteed if he had a dissenting novelist works for him [33]. 
 Christopher Marlowe was one of the biggest Shakespearean opposing in the term 
of writing. The clarification that supports this theory is that both writers had the same 
technique of writing style and typically used the similar type of verses and phrases. Also, 
the term is that the statistics kept regarding how Marlowe died is substantially shaded, 
so maximum people habitually accomplish that his departure was dramatic so as to avoid 
the reality from being exposed [34]. 
 The type of thoughts Shakespeare created about are so innovative, as is the 
language he used. Many scholars are put off by this, and so will not acquire as much as 
they might with other poet who is handier. This is not to tell that teachers shouldn't think 
that they may apply Shakespeare when it is suitable, but we must receive that there are 
various levels of aptitude in the classroom and dissimilar capacities require various 
materials to enhance their potential [35]. 
 William Shakespeare was a great genius. He was not only a genius regarding to 
the modern sense of the term that a genius is an extraordinarily intellectual person or one 
with brilliant ability in a specific extent of doings. He was a great genius in the logic that 
he had the astonishing capacity to bring feelings in real life. At the end of the day, no one 
actually knows if these philosophies are really accurate. They are just conjectures done 
by several specialists based on their discrete clarifications of William Shakespeare’s 
writings [36]. 
 Shakespeare is not only an idol of Englishness but also, he is a vital feature of the 
American dream, where the reflection of his famous dramas gets stuck to a society 
perpetually in quest of itself. When earlier president Bill Clinton said “our engagement 
with Shakespeare has been long and sustained generation after generations of Americans has fallen 
under his spell” [37], he was conceding this most astonishing element that Shakespeare’s 
afterlife as the greatest dramatist is now as much an American as a British miracle, vital 
to American philosophy, etiquette and belief. His sculpture in New York’s Central Park, 
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instituted by the brother of John Wilkes Booth after the homicide of Abraham Lincoln, 
represents the role of Shakespeare in American life [38]. 
 Shakespeare created a number of prose, poetry and play that has endured over 
centuries to centuries in good form those have made our language richer and livelier 
through the application of coinages and freshly issued expressions that continue to this 
day. People all over the world use Shakespeare in daily speech without understanding 
it, and the fertility of the language that a study of Shakespeare carries would be missing 
to upcoming generations if they did not come crossways it at institutions [39]. 
 As a coaching aid, Shakespeare's advanced use of terminology aids show kids how 
to use the language they are native with better than a plain textbook, even when applied 
without this purpose in attention. We must guarantee our children have entrée to 
Shakespeare and meanwhile paternities appear to be too idle to study to their children 
any more, it must be the place of school to propose this schooling [40]. 
 Shakespeare appears to have kept the stage with hardly a regressive glimpse. He 
merely retired to Stratford, team up with earlier friends, got drunk with some ancient 
friends and died, having bestowed his “second-best bed” to Anne Hathaway, his spouse 
[41]. In spite of having improved English life, language, literature and culture at country 
and overseas, Shakespeare would become a mystery and morality to his followers [42]. 
His literatures are like mirrors where reflection prevails of love and hate, war and peace, 
freedom and tyranny, sorrows and sufferings but the man himself is mysterious. This 
greatest scholar of English literature was died in 23 April 1616. Nevertheless, he 
remained, remains and will ever remain in the heart of the people of the world [43]. 
 
2. Influence of William Shakespeare   
 
William Shakespeare is said to be the greatest dramatist of all times. He had immense 
contributions to English language, literature, poem, theatre etc. At the early age of 16th 
century, the language of English was not that much noble. It was somewhat seen as a 
language spoken daily by the poorer class people as, it sounded brutal and required the 
superiority that overseas languages necessitate [44]. Consequently, it was not indorsed at 
institutions. Kids were taught Latin and Greek in institutions as these languages were the 
default languages for academic and religious statement. Figure 1 shows the greatest 
dramatist of English literature. 
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Figure 1: The Greatest Dramatist of English Literature, William Shakespeare [45] 
 
 At that time, English was not modeled for literature studies. It was simply a 
language of the street. At the middle age of 16th century, the condition of English was 
gradually changing. English was started improving to a reputable source of conversation 
with the assistance of people. For instance, the literacy rates were growing that meant, 
individuals were enthusiastic to learn how to read and write. Studying in English 
language was indicated as a figure of rising nationalism. Furthermore, individuals were 
proficient enough in this language for being more educated with a smooth personality 
[46].  
 
2.1 Language  
William Shakespeare had the greatest influence in English language for modernization, 
reconstruction, standardization, adjustments and so on. Shakespeare was an author who 
looked like to be capable to do what he desired with the language, espousing Anglo-
Saxon, continental and orthodox traditions in a rhythm of prose, verse and storytelling 
[47]. The playwright of the First Folio was a literary magpie, a snapper-up of unconsidered 
trifles and a dominant of inventive amalgamation. The Stratford of his childhood prowled 
in arrears the frontages of Verona, Syracuse or Padua, right as the citizens of his Vienna, Rome 
or Athens gave the impression to have stepped straight out of Cheapside or Southwark. 
When the good lingo got plaited with Latin coinages, the English language was 
reproduced and transformed [48]. 
 
2.2 Literature 
William Shakespeare had tremendous influence in English literature through his well-
known writings those significantly impact the literature with rhythmic theme, melody, 
culture and philosophy. The greatest achievement of Shakespeare was he could merge 
the three main areas of literature like verse, poetry and drama [49]. Then and there, it was 
usual for dramas to be written in rhyming verse. Conversely, in the dramas those he 
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wrote, he combined verse, poetry and drama together. Figure 2 shows the immortal 
contributions of William Shakespeare. 
 
 
Figure 2: The Immortal Contributions of William Shakespeare [50] 
 
 The application of verses in his dramas influenced the soulfulness of English 
confidently, whereas the application of poetry increased additional strength to the 
construction of the language. Furthermore, the convention of drama widened the 
vocabulary and prohibited the English language from any cyphers of indistinctness. 
Actually, these three main areas were directed to a period of new words, phrases, 
expressions, style and form [51]. Blank verse was applied while writing plays owing to 
the free speaking rhythm it offered for the writers. Though, it required a positive 
assortment of vocabularies, the writers could apply this form to express the reactions of 
a personality in a way that enhanced the language. The practice of Blank verse in 
Shakespeare’s plays influenced the English language significantly [52]. 
 
2.3 Vocabulary 
William Shakespeare is the poet who enhanced and expanded the vocabulary of the 
English language. He could accomplish this since he was noble at coinage.  Consistent 
with the Oxford dictionary, coinage is the creation of a new vocabulary. Usually 
Shakespeare was expert to derive words from Latin and converting them. He finished 
that by keeping the stem that belonged to one language and the prefix or suffix to the 
others [53]. Illustrations of these vocabularies are like accommodation, fixture, pious, 
generous, educate and so on. It is thought that by borrowing he included nearly 600 
words in English language. Broadening a language is meant that some old vocabularies 
would take on different senses and others not. Besides, new vocabularies would twig 
about whereas other would declines away. Some of the Shakespearean words are like 
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crimeless, insister, primly, insisting etc. those ensued to evaporate since the English 
language sustained to progress. By this procedure the old English language started to 
expose a new sphere of standardization [54]. 
 
2.4 Films 
William Shakespeare had tremendously enhanced the modern films. Hamlet, Titus, 
Chimes, At Midnight, Much Ado about Nothing, Throne of Blood, Coriolanus, My Own Private 
Idaho, Ran, Othello, Macbeth, Romeo & Juliet and many of Shakespearean greatest dramas 
were an immediate hit with Elizabethan Spectators. Hollywood dramatists rapidly latched 
on to Shakespearean stratagems and icons. Life, culture, etiquette and societies are 
greatly influenced with the Shakespearean films and dramas [55]. 
 
2.5 History 
Shakespeare till now leads the narrative of English history, etiquette, decorum and 
culture. He is also said to be one of the greatest realist critics of all times. His 
overwhelming portrayal of the hunchbacked king as a bottled spider has had an extensive 
afterlife. Not even Shakespeare could have expected the finding of the deposed king’s bones 
in a Leicester car park  nevertheless he would have savored the satire [56]. In the drama, 
the king’s camouflage of his naked villainy is Shakespeare at his most effective, mimicking 
Richard’s determination to seem a saint when utmost I play the devil. Overseas, the drama 
still booms as a fatal intermingling of tragedy and history. In the dimmest days of the 
Watergate humiliation it would be resuscitated in America as an explanation on Richard 
Nixon’s misuse of power [57]. 
 
2.6 Psychology 
Freud believed Shakespeare as the greatest of poets and was always prepared with suitable 
quotes from the composed works. His gratitude of the comatose took Shakespeare’s 
captivation with the observance of man to an original level and he dispersed the poet’s 
perceptions all the way through his own creative writings. When Richard is facing his 
collapse, he announces “Conscience is but a word that cowards use, David’s at first to keep the 
strong in awe” [58]. 
 
2.7 Music 
Shakespeare is famous for sensational intelligibility that makes his effort suitable for 
melodies. Verdi was passionate with the dramas. Three of his supreme operas such as 
Macbeth, Otello and Falstaff are of Shakespeare’s. West Side tale Romeo & Juliet is not just 
Bernstein’s masterwork but also an eminent production film of 1961 [59]. Other famous 
orthodox authors who liked Shakespeare include Berlioz (The Tempest), Mendelssohn 
(Midsummer Night’s Dream), and Tchaikovsky were encouraged by Romeo & Juliet. Figure 
3 shows the songs inspired by Shakespeare's play. 
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Figure 3: Songs Inspired by Shakespeare's Play [60]. 
 
 Shakespeare had loved Cole Porter’s music for The Taming of the Shrew is a theme 
song for the centenary. 
 
2.8 Poetry 
Shakespeare has written a lot of poetries those are still remarkable. His world class 
capability to analyze, investigate and spread feelings in plain words is notable. 
Shakespeare has written more than three hundred and seventy five poetries in English 
language. He included two main factors in poetry like "verbal immediacy" and "molding of 
stress to the movement of living emotion" [61]. The expressions of William Shakespeare 
reflect the passage of time with fresh, concrete and vibrant philosophies in the time frame. 
Some of his poems are named as A fairy song, A lover’s Complaint, A Madrigal, All the 
World’s A Stage etc. Sonnet is his creation where he has expressed very simple words in 
complex and even contradictory attitudes to a single emotion. Figure 4 shows the Sonnets 
and Other Poems collections of William Shakespeare. 
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Figure 4: Shakespeare’s Sonnets and Other Poems [62] 
 
 The name of William Shakespeare is identical with many of the well-known verses 
he quoted in his plays and prose. Yet his poetries are not nearly as familiar to many as 
the characters and famous prologues from his many plays.  
 
2.9 Sonnet  
Sonnets of Shakespeare are fascinating and influential poems written in English. 
Sonnets are composed of 14 verses, and most of them are allocated into 3 quatrains and 
a final, closing couplet, rhyming abab cdcd efef gg. This Sonnet form and rhyme schemes 
are known as the English Sonnet [63]. His sonnet differs the arrangements and properties 
constantly. Shakespeare wrote around 154 sonnets those were composed and issued 
subsequently in 1609. The 1st group of sonnets is specified to a young man with whom 
the writer has a profound friendship [64]. In the 2nd arrangement, the poet develops 
obsessed with a secretive lady. Sonnets of Shakespeare are assumed a persistence of the 
sonnet practice that swept through the Rebirth from Petrarch in 14th century in Italy and 
was lastly familiarized in 16th century in England. Sonnet appears the artistic form of 
English with lyrical scheme in 14 lines [65]. Figure 5 shows the Sonnet 18 – “Shall I 
Compare Thee To A Summer’s Day”? 
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Figure 5: Sonnet 18 – “Shall I Compare Thee To A Summer’s Day?” [66] 
 
 One of Shakespearean legendary sonnet entitled “Shall I Compare Thee To A 
Summer’s Day?” where he devotedly compared the young man to a summer’s day who 
had the qualities that exceeded a summer’s day. 
 
2.10 Heritage 
The artist David Garrick independently revived Shakespeare’s 18th-century status with 
his Shakespeare Jubilee of 1769, a deferred gratitude of the dramatist’s anniversary. 
Stratford was the hub of the Shakespeare commemorative diligence (handbags, jewels, 
beakers, trifles etc). US president Jefferson and Adams visited the hometown on Henley 
Street and compensated a shilling to see Shakespeare’s grave. There was nothing 
conserved of this famous mastermind, inscribed Adams miserably that might notify us 
what mishap twisted his mind to cultures and play. This has never reserved the American 
bardolatry while the 19th century, would alter into unusual arguments about the 
invention of the dramas [67]. 
 
2.11 Standardization of English  
William Shakespeare has given tremendous efforts in standardizing the language of 
English.  His vocabularies, phrases, grammar and rules of English put tremendous efforts 
to establish English. Furthermore, his works characterized the rules those are presently 
being used in the English language. Although, he died long since where English has been 
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more modernized since then, but the grammar of Shakespeare is still remained 
unchanged [68].  
 
2.12 Celebrity 
Shakespeare has become a great celerity to the playmaker of modern time since 
Shakespearean play tremendously attracts the ingenious contemporary playmakers. Soul 
of the age the author of The Sonnets, Hamlet and As You Like It, taking a breakdown from 
the playhouse to practice to some degree he infrequently enjoyed through promoting his 
image [69]. The author pronounced as not a company keeper was typically too hectic with 
fictitious and auditorium business to spoil time on self-publicity. He agreed that it was 
the work that signified, not the hoopla that escorted it. Unlike Ben Jonson, his contestant 
and contemporary, he appears to have showed effectively no curiosity in posterity [70]. 
 
2.13 Refugees 
Shakespeare showed his enthusiasm, compassion and sympathy towards the 
predicament of refugees. He beautifully described the authentic history and lifestyle of 
them. The paper of Sir Thomas More was inference, archetypical of Shakespeare’s 
apprenticeship that was the first persisting document, aside from several authorized 
papers, where the author’s writings were evidently identified. The inspiring article 
establishes the author closely pinched to an enduring refrain the fate of the dispossessed 
[71].  
 
2.14 Infinitive Emotions  
William Shakespeare had worked throughout his life to enhance English language 
through his world famous writings. His literatures were so insightful that it is tough to 
tell correctly what influence he has had on the English language and literature. His 
writings were great as he delivered with the best vibrant expressions with which to 
definite infinitive sentiments, feelings, excitement and emotions along with sorrows and 
happiness [72].  
 
2.15 Phrase and Idioms 
William Shakespeare has profound impact on some of the well-known phrases while 
influencing the English language and literature. These phrases are the echo of his impact 
on the English language. Being in a pickle and Waiting with bated breath is a pair of 
examples of the phrases he has given to the English language. Another example of his 
phrase like the green-eyed monster was introduced by Shakespeare to show a little of 
jealousy [73]. Be all and end all is one of his famously uttered phrases that he used in his 
play Macbeth. In the play The Tempest he used the phrase Fair Play. He also donated some 
of knock knock jokes in his Scottish Dramas. The influence of Shakespeare on the English 
language can also be seen through some of the common phrases those we use daily basis 
like A heart of gold that he uttered in his play Henry V. The world is my oyster is another 
phrase that he in the Merry Wives of Windsor and that is nowadays frequently used in the 
English language [74]. 
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2.16 Influence on the English Stage 
There is no evidence regarding William Shakespeare had any involvement in acting in 
the stage. But it is true that any boy that raised up in the West Midlands had a positive 
awareness about the dissimilar types of auditoriums that England vacant [75]. Likewise, 
Stratford was familiar for having accommodated lots of travelling group of performers, 
so he had perhaps come across one of the drama companies anywhere along the way. 
There persisted a group of authors who were reforming in contradiction of the Tudor 
ethics dramas, which was the best famous form of Drama at that age. Tudor morality 
dramas were based on characters those picked a righteous devout life over an evil one. 
The chief problem with these dramatic works was that they were impractical [76]. Figure 
6 shows the Shakespeare Festival 2018. It symbolizes how sensitive we still are about 
Shakespeare. 
 
 
Figure 6: Shakespeare Festival 2018 [77] 
 
 The object of the rebellion was to generate a play that had more logical complexity 
and made amusing of ethics in an indecorous way. Shakespeare left overboard with these 
new improvements since he produced dramatic parts which linked his spectators with 
different feelings and made them appraise and debate on the initial point of human 
nature. He wished to shine not only as a dramatist but also as a lyricist. His big disruption 
in rhyme writing happened in between 1592 to 1594 when the stages were closed in 
London due to the plague. During that period, he created so many dramas those were 
performed in the stages [78]. Figure 7 shows Hamlet was displayed on Shakespeare's 
400th anniversary. 
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Figure 7: Hamlet was displayed on Shakespeare's 400th Anniversary,  
Kronborg Castle, Denmark [79] 
 
2.17 Blank Verse  
The blank verses of William Shakespeare are one of the most significant of all his effects 
on the technique the English language was inscribed. He applied the blank verses 
through in his writing career in investigating and finalizing it. The free tongue rhythm 
provided Shakespeare with more independence for investigation. Reworking of free 
dialog rhythm to the secure blank verse context is an exceptional character of 
Shakespearean poems. The outstanding quality of words in corporate place blank verse 
inclined the run of the verse itself, mounting into images which ultimately appear to 
endure substantial repetition, and to form, with the exhibition of feature and action 
consistently improved. Uttering feelings and circumstances in form of a verse provided 
a natural flow to language with an additional logic of freedom and sentiments [80]. 
 
3. Conclusion  
 
The immense contributions of William Shakespeare in modern English language and 
literature cannot be expressed in worlds. The contributions those Shakespeare have made 
to the English language is not only like how people express themselves but also like how 
people experience life around the world. William Shakespeare has included nearly 1,700 
words in English language by creation or by amalgamation or by deriving origins from 
other languages. In his dramas, he introduced extremely complex characters with high 
interiority and durable schemes those have become benchmarks in English literature with 
great influence. He assisted to promote the English sonnet form that is also known as the 
Shakespearean sonnet due to his reputation and impact. He distorted European theatre 
by intensifying prospects about what could be accomplished through novelty 
in categorization and scheme. Herman Melville, William Faulkner, Alfred, Lord 
Tennyson, and Charles Dickens were all deeply impacted by Shakespeare. It is a surprise 
that the new authors of present times are even influenced by Shakespeare. Shakespeare 
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had a profound understanding towards the people of all over the world and people were 
deeply submerged in the rhythm of life those who have experienced his writings. For all 
these reasons, William Shakespeare remained, remains and will ever remain in the heart 
of people of all over the world. 
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